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in the digital marketplace. 

Sparking your 
POTENTIAL 

Starting only with the money we saved from our college summer intern-
ships, we have successfully created several multi-million dollar eCommerce 
brands within the past 6 months and are on track to generate $20 million 
in gross sales in our first year.

We did not rely on celebrity influencers, high cost media produc-
tion, or news media to achieve these results. We leverage a deep 
understanding of data-driven targeting strategy and creative 
design. We are now expanding our focus to help organizations 
achieve their objectives in a cost-effective way.

We believe that we have developed the 
ability to help any organization or business 
fulfill their reach, conversion, or
engagement objectives in a cost-effective 
way through a deep understanding of 
data-driven targeting strategy and 
high-quality creatives and design. 

Who are we?

LIFETIME STATS

GROSS SALES:$11.5 Million USD 

$3.1 Million USD AD SPEND:

3.7 ROAs:
1.5 Industry ROAS: *Survey of 200 organizations

working with digital marketing agencies

We’ve Figured
Out FaceBook
when others haven’t.

In Other Words...

What can we offer?

Customer Acquisition /
User Acquistition Strategy

Increased downloads +
signups for your product/
service.

Achieve higher sales in
a cost-effective way.

Brand Identity Design
Develop and grow your identity as an organization 
or business.

Creative Design
Create effective advertisements and graphics for 
your organization to tell its story or achieve its goal.

Website Design
Improve the design of your website or create one 
for you from scratch to align with brand and 
increase conversion rate.

Social Capital Growth Strategy
Increase your views, followers, or engagement on
your branded content.

What Sets Us Apart
 We consistently outperform other eCommerce advertisting
agencies in return on ad spend and creative engagement.

The average CTR (click through rate) for the apparel and accessory space is 1.24% - we consistently 
achieve above 3% on our advertisements.

The average return earned by advertising agencies on behalf of their clients is 200%. We consistently 
achieve a 370% return on ad spend across our active brands.

We test our strategies with our own dollars before implementing them with
 clients. We are only interested in working with organizations that are committed 
to excellence and serious about improvement. 

If your goals can be achieved through digital advertising,
we are the ones that can execute.

We’re not your traditional digital marketing agency.

Let’s create
something amazing.

CASE STUDY:

RAPID SALES GROWTH FOR
A HOME DECOR. BUSINESS

AN ECOMMERCE BUSINESS SPECIALIZING IN TAPESTRIES AND ROOM
DECORATIONS EXPERIENCED STAGNANT SALES FROM MAY 2018 THROUGH
NOVEMBER 2018, AVERAGING $700 PER DAY IN SALES.

OUR RESULTS

  On November 19th, 2018, KREATOR performed a complete
overhaul of creatives and took over the client’s targeting strategy.

Within a week, the business began to achieve $10K+ per day in
sales on an efficient ad budget.

Graphs represent screenshots taken from Shopify
of client’s daily sales. The pattern continues until
11/19/2018, when they hire KREATOR. 

Day 1
- Readjusted audience
  targeting
- Tested new creatives

- Leveraged existing data
  that was overlooked

Days 2-3
- Finalized audience targeting

- Finalized creatives

- Tested retargeting strategies

Days 4-6
- Employed scaling strategies

- Leveraged existing data to
 pursue new audiences

- Finalized retargeting strategy

- Finalized scaling strategies

- Exploited collected data for
  explosive growth

- Created campaigns for
  continuous audience and
  creative testing

Day 7-8

Interested?
HERE’S HOW WE DID IT.
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